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TO THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE 

| OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA 

| i ᾿ 

Dear comrades, the central Committee of the Communist Party 

of the Soviet Union has received your letter of May Ts which 

contains an answer το ours ‘f March 7 last. In your letter you 

ot only reject all the proposals of the CPSU. and other Marxist- 

Lenintst Parties aimed at overcoming the difficulties in the 

communist movement, but virtually refuse to meet with repre- 

sentatives of! parties, to hold talks and discuss with them | 

common problems of concern to! the Communists of the whole world. 

Never before hug the cc CPC 80 frankly expressed 1:15 scorn 

of the opinion of fraternal partion and its refueal to lend 

ear to then and ‘take part in. ἃ Joint search for ways of 
I 

overcoming the differences. infe entire content of your letter, 

as well, as its rude tone, shows that for all the numerous CC CPC. 

declurations to the ettect that it 18 anxious to prevent a split 

and uphold unity, you! do not |want the a4 fferences to be overcome, 

and in practice oppose the unity of the vorld communist 

movement. You even make mo attempt to deny that your aim is 

{ 

to have your hande free in lordér to carry on: factional splitting 

activities. This 18 ithe only way the Harxiat-Lenintst parties 

that are concerned about the. difficulties which have arisen 

| 
: 

within our movement can interpret your letter. 
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In sending you ita letter of March 7, the CC CPSU believed 

that the situation in the ‘world communist movement called for 

a collective examination of the difficulties, a collective 

formulation of advisable|vays of overcoming, them, and for unity 

of ail the, fraternél parties. With these aims in view, we 

proposed calling a 'CPSU=CPC meeting and ἃ preparatory conference 

of delegates from twenty τοι parties as speedily as possible, 

and holding a world Meeting even this year, by agreement among 
| 

the fraternal parties. we, felt, that open polemics must be 

atecontinued and aul manner of subversive, ' splitting activities 

within’ the socialist commonwealth and the communist movenent-~- 
πὸ 

practices which have already done considerable harm to our 

eause--rencunced if those measures were to ‘succeed, We reckoned 
| 

with the will of: most. of the fraternal parties, which insist 
| 

that CPSU and CPC dolegates meet and that an international 

Communist forun be held to: discuss the probleme that have arigen 
I 

in a comradely atmosphere, ; 
| I 

Communists, and remove the: ivergencies caused by the CPC 

vwithin the fraternal family of 

leaders! aplitting activities. 

The proposals put forward in the CC CPSU letter off March 7 

were uctively supported by | ithe world communist movement. By now 

the overwhelming majority of the fraternal parties have declared 

for convening a Meeting without delay. Some: parties, while 

fuvouring a’ conference in principle, make certain reservations ag 
‘| | 
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to the specific time when it should be called, bearing in mind 

your opposition to οἱ Meeting. But as far ὯΝ we know no leadership 

of any partys except that οὗ the CPC and the Albanian Party of 

Labour, rejects the necessity for collective ‘measures to overcome 

the eifficulties in ‘the communist movement and promote its unity. 

‘the cc Icre lettler of May 7 proposes postponing the confer- 

ence for "four or five years or more" and, moreover declares 

that nit vould even Ibe better not to convene ‘at than to conveme 

it". once again you put oft for a long time | ‘the bilateral mneet~. 

{ng which the CC crc proposed a short time ago ‘holding in 

october 1964, und make such reservations to your ‘consent to it ̓ 

ub give Cuuse for doubt vhether the Chinese side 48 interested 

in itjat all. ΕΞ : 

We state, therefore, that the CC CPC is going - -back on ita 

own proposals. The CPC leaders have for a. Long, t1me posed as 

initiators of tall early conference, making 10 appear as if the 

CPSU were against it. When, in the winter of 1962, the Commu-. 

nist parties of Indonesia, Vietnam and New Zealand “proposed Β, 

conference, you supported | their proposal. You wrote on April 7, 

1962, | that conference would be of “topical, positive signi-~ 

ficance in overcoming the differences existing between fraternal 

parties today" . <At'the end of 1962 that attitude of the cc CPC 

Wa publicly reaffirmed in ithe Bpeeches nade, by your delegations 
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at the congresses of the fraternal parties of Hungary and Cze=- 

Ε ᾿ 
choslovakia. Afterwards you declared for a conference in your 

| ae i . 
letters to the CC CPSU of March 9, 1965, and June 14, 1963. 

Lastly, your letter οὗ February 29, 1964, said in black and 

white: "The Communit Barty of China invariably favours a con- 

ference of representatives of the Communist and Workerst parties 

of all countries, and actively supports it." 

Nevertheless, the ce CPSU and other fraternal “parties had 

only to put the question of! conference on a specific basis for 

you to makeia volteface. je will be etauch by the extremely 

contradictory and iilogic | 1 position of the CC CPC. Until 

recently you enthusiuetically supported the , idea of a conference, 

and were even proud ἰοῦ having been the firet! to support the 

proposal for convening it ‘because you, considered it useful. 

Today the cbc leaders Bay something differeut. From what they 

‘say, 8 conference would: be untimely and would, indeed, threaten 

- the communiat movement - with, all sorts of calamities. That 

wavering seems to. be due golely to the fact ‘that you have never 

before thought sericuely dria conferende=-any more than you do 

now~-because you could not, count on: support for your 4deologic-— 

al. and political platform on the part of a world Communist 

forum. It is legitimate: ὁ to presume that the’ CC CPC is little 

Bo . concerned about the problem. of preserving and strengthening the 
' t 
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unity of tne) communtt movement and that it is turning the isaue — 

! 
of a conference inte’ an object for an unseemly political game 

to breed more difficulties. 
| 

Although you vigorously flaunt you indifference to the 

opinion of other parties and declare that you are unafraid of 

a "resolute rebuff" |from ‘them, in fuct you are afraid to attend 
| 

& world Communist confererice because you are anxious to evade 

a fair and straightforward discussion, and 8. comparison of 

your erroneous platform and! the line of the, world communist 

movement « Oo | : 

your objections to ἃ conference are, utterly indefensible. 

You contend that ἃ world conference, like a. CPC-CPSU meeting, | 

would merely "end 18 a quarrel and ‘in 81}. parties going away 

without achieving aby results", and that "there will be an open’ 

epliti and everyone will BO. nis own way" 

! | | 

No one can pose the teeu0 like that or predict a split as 

the reault of & conference. ‘unless he himself hag decided on a 

split. Indeed, 1f lat Βι eobference the line ‘pursued 18 one of 

aggravating differences and 4f its purpose | ‘18 Been a8 one of 

Ι 
; 

condemning someone, elapaing on offensive labels and making γι 

1 | ! Ν᾿ 

responsible charge GB, the result may be purther dissociation 
| 

rather than greater unity.” \ | 

But the CPSU and thoee fraternal parties which at every atage 

of the gifferences have “eonsistently favoured a new international 
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meeting emphatically reject such a line, thie very idea of such 

| | 
an approach to a conference. As far as we are concerned, the 

issue of \ conference ig. inseparable from the problem of 

maintaining and promoting, the unity of our movement. We believe 

that. din view of the differences which the Communist movement 

has ‘come up againet, it 48 necessary, first and foremost, to 

concentrate on revealing what’ the fraternal parties have in 
| i ᾿ 

common and what unites then, on seeking ways of overcoming the 
| | 

difficulties that have arisen. Fraternal ‘parties have no better 

method for overcoming aif ferences and formulating: common 

positions 'thun a collective exchange of views at an interna- 
i, " 

tional forum that would enable each party to fully retain its 

sovereignty and yet take an active part in' formulating the 

common line of the world communist movement. 

“The differences and dieputes which have broken out in the 

communist movement! and are causing it considerable damage affect 
, . ! 

the interests of every single party. That .18 why euch party is 

Γ entitled and obliged to pontrsbute to the discussion and. 
| ἢ : 

solution of urgent: propiem and to the common cause of promoting 

unity. Iti is precisely a conference that would give each party 
‘| 

an opportunity to hear all opinions and atate its point of view 

frankly and sortousiyy so ‘that 1t could cubsequently be taken 

into: consideration’ when a ‘common line and. common decisions were 

formplated. | | ΝΣ 
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ΦΑΥΘΡΟΙΙΥ to other opinions: 

| 
| ᾿ | 

| | 
As regards the oPsu, th ‘proposing a conferences, it aime~—" 

in full scedrdance with the| principles ‘estublished within the: 

communist movement arter the Twentieth Congrees of the CPSy and 

the Moscow Meetings lof 1957 and 1960=--to pursue at it 8. line 

for unity, the normalisation of the situation in our movement 

and a serious discussion of; ‘disputed isos, such, as will make’ 
| 

ror greater unity) ou the Jagis ¢ of principio,’ ‘and riot for an o 

aggravation ‘of airrdrences,. It 18 our deep éonviétion that |. 

there are no Inourncuntab}é Sbatachen ὦ to, this. “All thet ‘1s 

neceseary is for every partieipant in an international meeting — 

to show at least a αἰλιήπαι ἃ of goodwill, τὸ be willing to listen 

and to understand then,’ ‘and | Seek 
j 

for ways to unity! and not to dissociation, 18’ ‘thé: representa- 

tives, and if the CRC delegation attends the! proposed conference 
rt 
a 

with a désire to sect mutual understanding with the ‘other 

participants, and with a constructive prograine, ‘which the OPSU | 

and other parties, think necseary, then the conference may. " 

become a turning point in: ‘the effort for greater. unity. _— 

The CC 'CPSU 18. pertoctiy. aware’ that the: divergencies be- 

tween the CC CPC and other fraternal parties are: ‘very serious 

and have gone far. lA good deal of extraneous: matten, of artis. 

fictalities which’ “hdnder nutual understahaing have accumulated 
] 

in ‘the relations between tne! ‘two parties. A: whole series. of, 
f 

" " 

fundamental atffereees over "highly important problems of. ten 
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day and of tthe policies of |world communism have emerged and 

become . ute. It 18 possible, therefore, that whatever the 

efforts which the Marxist-Leninist parties may make, the con- 
" : 

ference may not may succeed in arriving at a common view on 

| all matters, The og CPSU: 18 convinced, however, that even such 

an outcome of the conference will not amount to a split, which 

the cc leaders persistently forecast. Even in a case like that, 

we think 1t| possible to reach at the conference an agreement 

that the Communist parties | commit themselves to take account 

of the opinions of all the conference delegates, ali the 

Marxist-Leninist patties, | te co-operate conscientiously in those 
i | 

fields in which their positions and interests will have turned 

out to be common, and refrain from any further action 

aggravating the diftioulties and Gratifying none but the class 

enemy. One may well ask:| given this approach, why should a 
\ ‘ i { ᾿ | 

conference lead to a Bplit or so much as worsen the situation 
i Ι | 

in the communist movement? , 

We coneider that the procedure for the conference pro- 

Geedings suggested by us fully accords with the standards and 

principles of relations between Communist parties and is per- 
| 

fectly realistic. It is 8 question of really showing elementary 

concern for junity, tolerance and good faith,' which the communist 

movement has a right to expect from any one ‘of its contingents. 

There can be no aoubt at 811 aB to the success of a conference 

! | ᾿ 
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provided every fraternal party and ite leaders are aware of 

their historic responsibility for the destinies of our movement 

and realise the gravity of 

consequences 

mn upholding the 

cc CPSU maintains thet it i 

coming the difference 

of a split. 

idea 

‘the Situation and the possible 
| 1 

: 
‘of & new international meeting, the 

8) Andi spensable not only for over=- 

B, impoftant 4aB this task may be in itself. 

Coumunists should not! cor one moment forget their responsibility 

in the atruge 

nationul independence for 

of socialism and communisn. 

le against imperialien, for peace, democracy and 

L, successful advance along the ‘road 

About four years |have passed since the last world confer- 

ence. In this period many | important changes have taken place 

in the World which require study, generalisation and con:clu- 

sicns, The world socialist | system has made notable progress 

in the past years. ite economic power has increased, and ΒΟ 
" 

has ita political and 1deological impact on world developement. ᾿ 

Most of the socialist countries are completing an important 

period of thei 

the constructi on of a new society. 

r development and are approaching new heights in 

Their further advance to 

socialism and communi en makes | at increasingly imperative to 

imppove the forms of co-operation and mutual assistance, ex= 

changes of experience, ‘and co-ordination of political and eco~ 

nomic activities, 
| 4 
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Two opposed world policies are in evidence today, more 

clearly than ever before.| One 18 directed towards preserving 

peace and promoting! peaceful coexistence; 10 ie pursued by 

the socialist countries and is supported by the majority of man- 

kind. The pier 410] ined) at increasing international tension 

and the war menace} 4t is ‘pursued by the imperialist reaction- 

aries, led by the - wildmen pe the US and other imperialist powers. 

The past yeare have shown: how very correct were the Communist 

parties: conclusions reepraing the possibjlity of averting war 

and teolating and defeating the forces opposed to peace, 

The recent period nae geen even more obvious signs of an 

aggravation of the general crieis of capitalism, of the growth 

of the social and political antagoni sms rending the capitalist 

eyaten both, within bourgeois society and internationally. 

There is now much that 15 new ing the forms! of organisation and 

‘the methods used by ithe working clase of the capitalist coun- 

tries. in fighting for its immediate and ultimate goals. The 

dieintegration of imperialien's colonial system has entered 

ite closing stage. The neviy-free nations’ irresistible desire 

for socialism, and their: effort to take thé non-capitalist road 

of development has become particularly evident in recent years. 

The revolutionary movement, and the champ ions of peace 

and socialism now have ‘Rew great opportunities, and we ‘Commu- 



nists should think of the best ways of using these opportunities 

in the interests of the vork ig class and all nations. 
| ‘| 

We ere firmly convinced that a conference would be just. 

the place to make a collective analysis of new economic and 

socio-political developments and processes, co-ordinate appraisals 

and positicns, aud enrich and - specify the common political line 

accordingly. We state | with patisfaction that the. general line | 

of the world communist [movement » ap defined in the 1957 and 

1960 documents, has been proved by reality. to be perfectly 

correct’ and has prought fraternal parties further achievements. _ 
| 

ΟΣ the other hand, there is now a pressing need to meet in order 

to sum up the Lrogrees ‘made, δὶ compare notes, review the problems 

confronting world commind em and, in keeping with the changes 

that have occurred in the international situation, supplement 
| 

and elaborate the ideas of the! Declaration and Statement, and 

creatively examine and |solve now problems, 

In the light of all these tasks, the CC Cre proposel for 

putting oft & new world conference for a long time is particul-" | 

| 
arly unacceptable. Ail indi gations are that the conference 18 

indispensable and the question of convening it cannot be shelved, 

The most important thing, however, 18, as ‘the CC CPSU sees 

it, for every Marxist~Leninist. party to contribute even today, 

regardless of the apecific date of a new World Meeting, to the. 

cause which the Meeting is to serve, that is, to the unity of 
| ᾿ 

| 
| 
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the. Communists of the yor and to the effort towards attain- 

ing common goals. At! the moment, itis important, for. every fran 

“ternal party. to fight for. these goals etill more actively. 

Every fraternal party 18 faced with tasks brooking no delay; 

it must; make a thorough study. of the situation that has devel~ 

- oped in the ‘communist’ movement, participate constructively. in 

the discussion of difficulties and in the eearch ‘for. ways of 

overcoming them and subordinate ite everyday activities to. the 

interests of the tntepnationéa unity of our’ ranks, This ie the 

‘practical method for proving /one's loyalty. to ‘the ‘principles 

Land exigencies of proletartas internationalism and ‘to the ‘epi 

“Pt of Marxiem-Leniniam. Tt. 18 also trie surest, way: to convene 

Vand suckesafully carry through a. world Communt st forum. We are 

emphatically against making the u ussue of the date of. a confer= 

“ence a pretext’ for further argument, and a stumbling=block to 

the “solution of the main tacle confronting the communist move= 

ment. However, we are emphatically against postponing a 

conference. ‘for "four or five: \years or more", which is what: the 
wie da 

\ " - . i 
* i 7 a 1. . τ "- + 

66. CPC proposes. | "" Le 

_ ‘Such 41s ‘our. position on| the. main issue, raised in the latest 

vo _ /iétters! which Ὁ the cc: Psu. ‘and the! cc CPC have | lexéhanged 

" ᾿ concerning the ε aime and prospests of a new worda Meeting. 

᾿ ; "The cc CPC letter ‘of May 7 deals with a. numbér of other 

problene , both concerning, world ‘mooting and having no direct 
i 
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bearing on it. sc then 16, for example, the question of: the 

procedure of convening the, conference. mm 

the CC CPC asserts wt in présent=day conditions no one 

has ἃ right to call a worl; conference ‘since: ‘there is no per— 

manent) body lof the Comintern type. From the, point of view of 

the democratic’ ‘principle (08 which the’ conmintet movenent. is 
| 

based, it must ve) recognised ‘that any party or group of; parties 

416 free to take suck an initiative. ‘In. that ‘event it. is the” 

duty of the! ‘other contingents of the communist movement to ᾿ 

carefully clamine) ad support that Anitiative,. provided ἀν 

I 

benefits our common leause, As for the CPSU, iat wild be recell-| 

ed that the fraternal parties have placed ot, ita: ‘special res~ 

‘The adcieion adopted by ‘the 1957 » Meeting reads: iwantrust. tiie 

Commatst Party of the Soviet Union with the: function of. 

convening Meetings of the Communist and Worker! ‘parties in 

‘consultatich with the fraternal parties", ‘This decision, was 

ponsivslity, with regard ἡ to ‘the convening of world meeting: 

| 

passed vacpicusiy, with tiie CPC delegation participating, . 

what . 18 HOPE» ‘Comrade Mao Tee-tung,' who spoke. at. the afternopn 

sitting of November! 14, 1957, said that. mit! ae necessary. to 

recoghise the CPSU Le the 

tive in calling Meetings”), 
ἢ ἊΝ εν ἢ ες 

| 
We ure! clting these facts to cetablieh ‘the truth. and: pres co, 

᾿ 
8 

vent the issue of the ined 
| 

| | 

| { 
| | 

| ᾿ | 
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ative in calling ia Meeting from nde 
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party. wtiich should take the ini
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ing made a new object of argument and ἃ pretext for delaying a 

antics, which has become urgent. world forum of fraternal Pp 

The cc CPC, raising one obstacle after another to a Meet- 

| ing, writes that there is ja need of "great preparatory work", 

Our Party has’ always, considered that the conference. has to be 

prepared for carefully if iat is to succeed. τι ie with this” 

aim in view that we have proposed again and again stopping 

public polemics and renouncing the methods of factional acti- | 

vity within |the world communist movement. 

Everything suggests ‘gnat the cc CPC, in “speaking of "pre- 
| 

paratory work", means something that 18 the, exact opposite ofr 

4ty namely, the inténsi fication of factional; dieruptive acti= 

vitdes, and the utmst exacerbation of polemics. " Frankly 
| 

speaking, that is, in effect, the true reason for the Chinese 

Teaders stalling. At ἃ time when the strugele. is‘ becoming 
- 

more and more acute, it ebinte, ag everything seems to indic~ 

| 
ate, on forming a bloc οὗ purties and groups subservient to 

Peking. Another fact Andtenting this ie that you are now 
| 

_ openly trying to secure the invitution Lo the Meeting of 

| fellow-thinkers youl have péerut tec in various countries. 

Since the CC ΡΟ 18 turning the question of the composi- 

tion of the Meeting into janother point of difference, we con 
| 

eider 4t necessary to state our attitude to; it. We are of the 

opinion that all, those parties which took part in the Meetings 

Ι | " 
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of 1957 and 1960 and eigned their documents are entitled to 

attend. This is all the nore BO because the differences in 

the communist movement concern the interpretation of the Dec- 
| laration and Statement. Obviously, only a forum of the parties 

which formulated and signed those documents’ are in a position 

to interpret them correctly. Only the conference itself has 

&@ right to decidé whether’ any new participehte should. be: in- 

vited. In the years that| have passed Since the last world 

Meeting there have arisen in several countries (including ‘some 

African countries) parties which agree with, and implement the 

general iine of the, /communt st movement expressed in the Decla- 

ration und Statement and are the recogtis eed) spokesmen of the. 

working-class movement of’ ‘their countries. ‘Naturally, those 
| 

purties are, entitled to expect an invitation to attend the new 
| | 

internutional meeting. ἐς ' | | . 

| 7 But when the CC CPC popes the question of inviting new. 

pearticipents to the. Meeting, it is thinking not. of those parties 

but of the 4ntd-party faétional groups wie it has brought 

into being and which it designutes by the high-sounding name 
Ε 

of "parties". However, those Groups do not! represent the. 

working-class movement of their countries but have been. arti~ 

ficdally Bet up from without, It is no chance coincidence that . 

the ant£-party groups in. Australia, Brazil,) Belgium, Ceylon and 

| | | Β ᾿ 
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some other countries | sprang uP just” when. the te crc Jaunched 

ite factional activities within ¢ the world communist movement. 

| Secondly, those groups: do ποὺ adhere» etiner in’ theory. or 
in 

practices to ‘thie general Ling of the world. conmuntt. movement 

‘defined in the. Declaration axa Statement... on: the contrary,. 

‘the views ‘they advocate betray them : completely, as opponents. 
| 

of this ‘line. Thirdly, they! are made up. of anti-party oppo- 

“pation, elements expelled ΓΕ Marxist-Leninist parties and . 

fighting againat lawfully elected central committees against 

‘tested leaders of: those parties ‘who enjoy: prestige. It is. in- : 

dicative: of the political ‘Pharecter and composition ¢ those 

τοι Ἰρεουρδὶ that they have been| joined by trotakyistey: anarchists 

end: 811 manner of renegades and apostates.:- τὸ ̓δμουϊα, be said” 

“Sin ‘80. many words that thi) type of adherents to the Chinese 

“Lesdership' rah Line ‘18° BO oredit to it.” Ho ‘indtter ‘how hard you 

“otey. to, represent thoes, impostora as nerve: revolutionsrica", 

: they are outeide “the commas. movements ‘and no power on earth, 

fy. . . τον 5 ἐτ ἧς 

ΝΣ "sean areg ‘them into “ate ranks. τ ree ἊΝ 

D8 ee en del ἮΝ The ce) .CPSU gannot overlook, the’ attempts the letter from 

a ΠΝ the’ CC, cre’ ὀτιμάγ' we makes. to” defame the tested, Merxist=Lenintet 

“s partves: of judtralia, prabil and: midi. We: ‘eniphatically reject 

the: iiworthiy methods by which the: leaders of one party, ‘the 

_ scotimunitet party ‘of hina, tay claim, to. a special’ position in 

the ochmunt st ovement, te ‘the right. to pass’ judeient on 2 parties . 



u8 a whole and their leader 

are only for ‘the working cl 
| | 

If you persist in this 

Meeting, i.e.l, strive to ex 

5. and arbitrarily decide issues that 

asp of the given country to decide. 

sort of "preparatory work" for the — 

téna factional activity, you will 

only confirm ithe established opinion that the CPC leadership 

is taking matters directly 

The striving of the CC 

in the communist movenent n 

paganda campaign eturted by, 

of any ideologies polemics 

al struggle against Maratet 

in common with an elucidati 

of pressing problems of the 

The content, methods and to: 
| | | 

towards a split. 

crc to aggravate the open polemics. . 

88 long become obvious. The pro~ 

it has gone beyond the framework i 

and developed into an open politic~ 

“heniniet parties. It nas nothing 

on of the truth, with the working cut 

theory and policy of our movement. 

ne of your’ statements show that you 

deliberutely try to expand 

reul stand of the Marxist-Len 

leadership and turn the mus 

clear to everybody that thi 

aifferences an fomenting of 

among the peoples of the 50 

and distrust din the ranks Ο 

the range of issues, distort the. 

eninist Parties, elander their 

sés aguinst it. τι is patently 

sis not polemics any longer but. a 

ἃ enmity. It shatters friendship 

elaliet countries, SOws confusion 

ff the revolutionary working~clasa 

and national liberstion mov 

4am, The CPC leaders there 

aggressive circles of! ταῦρον 

ement and compromises world social- 

by bring grist to the mill of the 

taliem, who, ds everybody knOWB , 

| 
Ι 
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are eugerly helping to circulate Chinese propagands materials. 

We approach the preparations for the Meeting differently. 

The cc CPSU has always held ‘that in the course of the prepara~ 

tions there | should be a erative diecussion of important prob- 

lems of the conmuniet movement on the basis of comradely ex- 

changes of opinion αὐ provided for by the 1960 Statement. We 

regurd! ὦ discussion of urgent problems of Marxiem~Leniniam, of 

problems, of the strategy aha tactics of our movement y a6 normal 

.ὐ end’ useful. “Suen | ‘lacusstons help to advance Marxist ‘thinking, 

to bring the activity of the Communist parties closer to the 

requirements of reality amp ‘to work. our 4 common policy in 

couree of prepurations for ileetings and. conferences » However, 

the cC! CPC's propaganda campaign, which 18 nosttia to the com- 

mnunist, moveriont. ‘in no way server this purpose. 

| You thrjeaten| that you intend anewering /"the more than two 

thousand antii- chinese articles and materiale" allegedly pub- 

lished in the Soviet press a6 well as "the: seynerous dicisions, 

statements and articles of several tens of fraternal parties". 

In other words, you plan το; carry on the public polemics end= 

lessly. That, ovideritiys 39 your objectives You started the 

poleutes, forced the fraternal parties to give a rebuff to your: 

erroneous views and ‘now, under the guise of: Nanswers" ou in > J 

tend to extend the porstseal strugsie against the Marxist-Lenin- 

ist parties) still further. ᾿ ot 

(| an 
' ἐν | a. , 

͵᾿ 

i tog 
| i I 



The ΟΣ proposal,, contained in its letter of May 1, 

for concluding an agreement: between the two Parties to publish 

materiale of the other side. in their press ununbiguouely exa 

_ poses your design, which dis to fan the polemics to even greater 

proportions, | | : | 

| We shoul like. to note, that while there was hope that the 

discussion would not! gc ρογῴμια a principled debate of theoret- 

. ; ‘ i | 4 - 

1041. and political issues we reprinted some Chinese materials 

in our. press. But when it became clear thati 1t was not δ᾽ 

principled discussion but hostile propaganda we had to change 

our approach to this ‘quest ton No Communist: party has ever 

undertaken to reprint, circulate and propagate slanderous ma~ 

terials that. are alien to sociation. No matter from whom such 

materials come, they heap γῶν the reactionary circles of im- 

perialism 12 their struggle against world socialiem. 

The reprinting ὁξ articles in which our country is accused 

of "plotting with US imperialism", "betraying’ the revolution" 

and "reetoring" capitalist practices would have Served no pur- 

pose other than to undermine. our people's feeling of friendship 

and fraternity for the Communist Party of China und the chinese 

people, wh, of course, cannot bear the responsibility for the 

present actions of’ their leaders. ΒΥ printing 8, succession of 

such articles, the Soviet press would have hud to anewer euch 

one of them. | The polemics with the Chinese leadership would 
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have ‘thus: become the prine pontent of our ‘country’ 'g entire 

“{deologteal life. this would shave meant distracting the atten- 

tion of! the Party andthe regpie 3 from the cardinal ‘tusks, namely 

communist construction, the struggle agdinet Ampertaliom and 

aid to the revolutionary vorhing-clase and niitdonal- ~libera
tion 

|. 

- movements. It is: cldar thatthis’ 38 something our Party will 
μος 4 | 

notdo,. ΝΞ ce . 

It must be reiterated that all your thiokghte are directed 

“towards: further aggravating. the polemics y- Antenst
 fying faction- 

" al activity and rejecting aniy ‘collective dsabuseion, of the 

problems. facing the “communt 61 moverient . on all
 -questione 

worrying. Communists. throughout, the world, ‘the: oc CPC. hae taken 

τὸς stand that| ‘tums counter td the common: ‘interests, of our move 

“ents: to the| interests of strengthening the ‘unity ‘of ite ranks, 

In this light, facts gaineay the claim that the cc CPC 

; “weonsietent2y defendé unity land atruggles' against “aj apne 

ΕΣ “and that τι 18 "making unfldeging efforts to remove’ ai ffer- 

-ences", Under present corditions, 88 never befores the atrugelé 

_for unity requires practic) ‘constructive action. However, your 

a 

‘  wetdons ave ‘aimed at: “hindering the, settlement Of the differences 

tat 

“and worsening the’ situation in every | ‘possible WAY o “The. Regative 

i approach which runs Ithrough’ the cc CPC letter of May 7, and the | 

1. utter unw11Jingneas to meg the initiative of the fraternal 

parties: halt Way. can 1 have caly one explanation, namely. that the 

“- 

---- - 
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opinions und interests of 
t 

munist parties, that they 

Chinese leaders do not wish to take into consideration the 

thé overwhelming majority of the Comru:. 

are waging ἃ bitter struggle against 

them and deliberately seeking to split the communist movement. 

It is clear to all the participants in the communist move- | 

ment that oY postponing a 

Cc CPC hopes. in that ‘time 
I 

porters, turn ther into obedient toole of ite policy und there- 

by attempt to create favourable conditions for itself at this 

future meeting. One: does 

the complete failure of th 

least doubt that with time 

force ‘the indefensibiiity 

platform and tactical line that the CPC leaders are trying to 

impose upon the communist 
| 

pursuec by the Chinese leadership will become increasingly 

| 
Clear and those who ‘have been temporarily deluded will see the 

light. Tt Goes without 8 

the CC CPC can inflict and has already inflieted harm on the 

communist novement,’ parti 

that are waging ὃ struggle | 

against imperialist 

the difficult condi 

of the worling class and 

react 

tions, 

leach new success in the development of 

: | ' 

toria meeting to a'remote date, the 

to increase the number of ite sup- 

not have to be a prophet to forecast 

ege calculations. We have not the 

life will prove with increasing 

of the ideological and political 

movement. The unseemly objective 

| 
dying that the splitting activity of 

cularly on those of ite contingents 

e for the cause of the working class, 

ton in the capitalist countries under 

"But each atep forward in the struggie 

a 
d i 

| 



the world socialist system will deal a blow at the erroneous 

and unrealistic propost tions of the Chinese leaders and will 

prove the correctness ' and vitality of the Leninist line of the 

communist movement. 

In, its letter the CC CPC touches upon certain points of 
vs | 

ite ideological and peustieu differences with the CPSU and 

other MarxietlLeninist parties. Our party has repeatedly 

set forth ite stand on these points. We therefore do not find 

it necessary to return to them again in this detter, especially 

as your letter contains nothing new. For a long time you have 

Subsaisted on outright, abuse and on the slapping on of labels, 

substituting this for an honest discussion of! questione on 

which the CC CPC has 118 Owh ‘special opinion. , The CC CPSU 

emphatically rejects as patent slander your irréeponsible 

assertion that the crsu "atrives for an alliance with US 

imperialism with every fibre ‘of its body", “opposes the 

Ε 
national liberation movement, ‘and the proletarian revolution". 

and is. "plotting & major conspiracy, an open split cf the 

eccialist camp and | the world. ‘communist movement", Statements 

of this kind only atebredit| thoce who make them, those who 

take the liberty of baking sych malicious attacks aguinst the . 

first country of victorious socialism, a country that carries 

the main burden of’ the struggle against imperialiem, Who are 

these clumsy : fabrications intended for? Do you seriously hope 

| er | : 
tl 

᾿ 
: 
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to find eimpletons whe wou 
4 

purport of your seeertions 

2 

1d ‘believe such slander? The real 

18 that you want to Gelude the 

messes of china, Bet them againet the Soviet people, who are 

the friend and brother of 

All this benefits only the 

ishec hope is to split the 

row enmity among then and 

| 
other. 

vith tee acts you ar 

the Chinese workers. und peasants, 

{nipertaliet reaction, whoge cher~ 

peoples of the socialist countries, 

bring them into conflict with each 

a. ο. 
e trying to screen the real essence 

of the ‘differences that you actually have with the present 

political line of the worl 

the world, Narxtete-Lenint 

Chinese leaders huve ‘drift 

in such uuestions asiwar a 

of gtates with at fterent 8 

lehing the socialist revo 

ering: the national liberat 

the ideology and practice 

methods of building social 

’ From a2 the rooftops 

able advereuries of the id 

CPSU Congroda. It ts inv 

radea}! You, must realise ἢ 

d communist movement. Throughout. 

ats have long ago realised that the 

ed. away From the communi et movement, 

nd, i peace, the peaceful coexistence 

φο 161 systems, the ways of accomp= 

lution, the role and ways of furth- 

ion movement, the struggle againet 

ot the personality, cult. and the 

ten and. communism, | 

you claim that you are irrecongil- 

bas put forward by, the Twentieth - 

adn that you are proud of. thie, com 

nat more than any thing else this be- 

trays you a8 the people wh 

Ι 

Ι 
Ι 

Ι 

om ‘today adhere to outdated positions, 
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which have Jong been rejected by life, by the practice of the 

entire world liberation movement, the entire world communist 

movement. the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU, as is recognised 

by the entire world ‘communist movement and officiully affirmed 
. | | 
in the Declaration and Statement, initiated a new stage in the 

development of our novement. ‘It has become 'the symbol of the 
vs i . 

creutive spirit of Leninism, of a new line of the entire world 
| | 1 sO 

communist movement, 4 symbol of the change from the ideology 

and practices of the Stalin. personality cult to Leninist prin- 

ciples and norms . 

this wae the change that laid the coundation for further 

successes in the struggles against imperialism, for peace and 

socialism, for an enhancement of the prestige und influence 
| | | 

of the world communist movement, for 1ὺθ trarieition to a fresh 
| 

offensive ageinet the forees of reaction and war. The savage 

attacks ° ngoanee the, decisions of the Twentieth. and ‘Twenty- 

Second Congresses of the CPSU, againast: the propositions and 

directives of the Declaration and Statement. are nothing more 
ἀν 

than the reaction of conservative forces in the communist move= 

ment to the creative Marxiem-Leniniem of the ‘modern. « -epoch. 

Evidently you do ποῦ over} hotice the extent tox μέθῃ. the letter 

of the cc CPC of Mey 7 ia permeated with the 4deology of the 

personality cult. Your idenonstrative a1eregara of the will 
| | 

of the fruternal, partiaa, your undisguised attempt ‘to avoid a 

ee ee 



collective discussion of the problems that have arisen and 

your me thod¢ of conducting polemics by piling up all sorta of 
| ! 

political insinuations, an the most fantastic accusations, your 

intolerance laud bitterness with regard to comrades- in-strugele 

bear the indelible imprint of personality cult practices. 

The CC ICRC tries to cover up ite departure from the general 

line of the communist movement with the flag of revolution - and 

struggle against imperialism, which is sucred to all Commu- 

Gilets. But the real. worth of this "revolutionary ppirit" 

| | 
is shown by the practical deeds of the CPC leaders, by their 

| i 
eutire, uctivity aimed at splitting the revolutionary forces of 

᾿ 
modern times, Recently, for example, the meaning that the CPC 

I h 1 ᾿ Ϊ 
Ι 

leaders attuch to their notorious theory of a so~called "“in- 

termediate zone" enbracing, beeides China, the imperialists 

of Japan, the Federal Republic of Germuny, France and Britain, 

has become cepectally leah The extent t0 which manifesta 

tions of a split in the cetmuntst movement, in the socialist 

Calp, brings. joy to the imperialiate ig seen by their attempts 

to find some. way of eftecting a rapprochement. with those who 

are causing this split. Have the CPC leaders paid attention 

το the fact that numely today when Chinese propaganda is shout- 

ing loudest of all about "revolution" and a "atrugele against 

imperialism"! the ruling circles of these powers are displaying 

| 

special resdiness Lo establish closer relations with Peking. 

Even the US imperialists, AB can be seen from ‘many statements 



rl 

and with their revolutionary ‘gains. 

26 = β 
ι fo | 

by US officials, declure salt ‘deupite the bellicose tone of 

Chinese propaganda china is behaving "moderately" and that 

therefore the United States just "keep the door open" should 

there be changes in relations with China. 

Today it [18 becoming tiereasingly clear to Marxists- 

Leninisate throughout the world that on the lips of the CPC 

leaders "leftist" phrases mean nothing but ἃ screen for great~ 

power designs! and claims to hegemony which mari fest themselves 

with growing clarity in their practical actions in the world 

and in the communi at noveneht. We should ike to warn you, 

“comrades, that: the road you are taking’ Ais ex ‘trenelj dangercuS , 

that you ure gambling with tte destiny of the. people of China 

You are trying to portray criticism cr your anti-Leninist . 

views and. stand as an "anti-Chinese campai gny". You know per- 

fectly well that in 511 of our Party's documents special 

emphasis is lata on the heartfelt friendship | ef Soviet Commu- 

nists for the Chinese people to whom we have rendered and are 

prepared to continue, ‘pendering the utmost aid in. the huilding 

‘or socialism. The οὗ CPSU) 16 not engaged in; ‘stirring up among, 

our people diatrust und hostality. towards China towards 108 

ερουὺ people: and towards the peoples of other countries. 

τὸ is precisely because we cherish the friendentp between 

the Soviet und Chinese peoples, the unity between the Communist 
- ἢ ᾿ { i of : 

Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of China and 

Ι i 
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the solidarity of the entire world liberation movement. that we 

| 
are not rolexing our! efforts to normalise relations with the 

CPC despite » ‘the fact) that the Chinese leadership is ‘demonstrat-- 

a ΕΝ ing with indreasing clarity lite unwillingness to improve: these 

relations. Our long ais patience and restraint are ex- 

plained by the fact that e'are devoted to the Leninist prin- 

ciples of {uternational ten ‘have our eyes on the future and 

believe in the ultimate triumph of: these principles, in ‘the 

socialist cOmmund ty jand the’ communist movement. 

we reaffirm our stand with regard to the need tor conventiig 

Ε ἢ 
mt world Meeting of Communist and Workers? parties ag ΓΝ reliable 

ππισημερ chin daha al Wheto "aa ssc i ic ine alien a Re ec τι το 

and tested hethod of securing the unity of Narxist-Leniintet 

parties. We suggest that! iin the immediate future we ‘should ° 

! | 
agree in principle that & Mecting must be convened and ‘that it 

should not be put off for lone, and thet agreement on ite: ΠΝ 

cific date ΔΒ well As on ite agenda and composition, should be | 
| | 

reuched through further chnoultatione with the fraterhal , 
I . : . ‘tf 

parties. ! : i | 
i ᾿ .* Ἐ 

The ce CPSU considers | ithat at the present. tage the main. 

| | Lo! 
‘effort. should be! 'echeentinnted on holding & preparsitory’ ̓ φδηζοτι 70) 

. Ι Ι i 

ence. We feiterate, our proposal that a preparatory conference 

should be. donvened [and ate! anded by. representatives ‘of the 
" 

26 Parties nominated by the World Meeting of. Conimuni.t Parties. 
| 

‘as members iof the Drafting! ‘congestion _ in 1960 and. ‘Pepresenting Ὁ. 

the interests of Communi sts in all: the main regions of. the 

“yorld, We. consider it necessary: to, reach agreenent, with the 
' | 1 “ Π 
Ι . i I . i t. 
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fraternal parties on the epeci fic date of such ἃ conference 

ον Ι 

᾿ Ι 

in the immediate future. : ! " . 

ΑΒ ὈΘΙΌΣΘ, the cc CPSU expresses its preparedness to hold 

a bi-lateral meeting ὁ of representatives of the CPSU: and CPC: 

| 
on any agreed date. This question can be decided at any time 

by agreement between the cPSU und CPC, 
ἱ 

A collective exuiination of problems of the communist. 
᾿ 

movement ia at present the orily true method recognised by all 

. of Ι 
Communist parties. | Therefore no Party can, without breaking 

with tntornationalien, hinder the convocation of the Meeting 

or unilaterally dtetute terme under vhiich cule & Meeting must 

be held. all! Parties’ are equal and, on the basis of the demo~ 

| . 
cratic principles prostaimed tn the Declaration; and Statement, 

Jointly, decide ques tione concerning our entire movement. 

In conalusion! the CC CPSU considera it necessary to en= 

phasise that ‘the Communist purty « of the Soviet Union will 

firmly contirlue to. follow thd Leninist line léid down for it 

by the Twentieth and Twenty-Secona congressed. and consistently 

implement the general line of the world commintat movement as 

Bet forth in. the 1957 Declaration and 1960 Statement. Our 

Party and the entire Soviet people are faced with the’ epoch= 

making ‘task of. puiiaing a communist Bociety. | Together with 
i 

all peace-loving forces we ‘bear the responsibility for avert- 

ing a world thermonuclear war: for. the triumph of the causes of 

peaces democracy, national {dependence and socialism. 
4 
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We shall spare ne effort in the struggle for the attainment 

| 
" ᾿ 

of the great goals| of the | modern epoch. 

| 
Such, LOO, 18, the poqition from which! we approach the 

᾿ ‘matter of jeurnoynt ing difficulties in the world communist move- 
᾿ 

nent, anc strengthening tHe unity of its ranks. We place the 

interests jof world; comms on above all else and are guided by 

them in our relations with the Communist Party: of China as with 

| . 

| ; 
The cc CPSU should 1419 to hope that the CC CPC studies 

any other Party; 

the proposals nade in this letter with all, seriousness, once 

again weighs all the possibic consequences: of the stand taken 

by 1 and, on its part, takes steps that would lead to unity 

with all Narxiet-LenintetiParties rather than to 8 + split. 

' With fraternal greetings, 7 . ΝΗ 

| ΞΕ ο . 
| | | | | | 
| | CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY 
! rr ae : 
i | " OF THE SOVIET UNION 

964 June 15, 1 


